
ESSAY OF WONDERFUL WORLD

The song â€œWhat a Wonderful Worldâ€• by George Weiss and Bob Thiele reveals Louis Armstrongâ€™s personal
philosophy of life. What a Wonderful Worldâ€• was written to point out all the beauty in the world. Thus, Louis
Armstrongâ€™s favorite song â€œWhat a Wonderful Worldâ€• reflects his.

In the movie "It's a Wonderful Life" - we see the transformation from stability to utter chaos. That person for
me is my best friend Katrina. It is the deepest desire of a human to be in love with another person, and to have
that love requited. If we clear a forest, we made life harder for some animals and easier for others. It even
helps musicians fine tune their music to the perfect pitch. Louis was very open-minded when it Came to
religion. It has not only given us a world of knowledge right at our finger tips, it has enhanced our lives in just
about every aspect. Think even simple things life grass when the wind moves across it, it ripples and whispers.
For someone to be openly optimistic about future world events seems ignorant and a little crazy. People are
active the entire day, rushing to appointments, meetings, errands and jobs. We should not work at a job we
detest, but rather do what makes us happy and savor every moment of this treasured, albeit short life. Louis
Armstrong aka. The emergence of women such as Bessie Smith and Billie Holiday paved the way for future
female artists, drawing attention to themselves not only because of their sex but because they were black
Boundless  It optimistically predicts a peaceful future, where people love and respect each other regardless of
race. On her way back to bed, she lit a candle stump, which sat beside her bed. There is a symbolic connection
between the mention of these different colors and the different races. Furthermore, I am going to apply Edwin
H. Nepal has a GDP per capita of 1, dollars. It took me eighteen years to realize how much this extraordinary
person influenced my life. In the s, religion mainly Christianity played a much larger role in American culture
than it does today. These spirits were connected to the world around us and given physical representations,
most often as animals, but also parts of the natural terrain, such as streams and the wind blowing through the
trees. Dealing with our political issues and facing our racial issues in America involving cases like Mike
Brown and Travon Martin, This song give us a positive message that maybe one day we can all come together
as one and make the world a better place. But nonetheless he created an entertaining lasting American fairy
tale. How she was caring, understanding, positive, motivating, a good listener. Countless late nights at the
office made him miss the lively family conversations at the dinner table. So where does all of her remaining
time go. Argentineans are a mix between native Latin Americans and European immigrant. His words shook
the nation and media and in one bold stroke he had pulled almost 15 million African Americans to his bosom
Marginalia  We worry about transferring, graduating, getting a job, paying bills, and becoming adults. This
song is about a man who observes all forms of life around him. Martin Luther King Jr. As his life flashes
before his eyes, he reflects on the opportunities he has missed. One could meet the person they are supposed to
be with there and one could start a family there. The professional clinical model calls for a trained professional
to handle the catharsis of the client in a controlled environment on the basis of a fiduciary relationship. I
thought this movie to be beautifully told and acted, with Reed, Barrymore, and other ensemble members
perfectly cast. These novels make a very interesting and famous poem. I can clearly remember the day
everything changed.


